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ABSTRACT
The Securities and Exchange Board of India is the regulatory body for securities and commodity market in India. A growing number of SEBI documents ranging from government regulations to legal case files are now available in the digital form. Advances in natural language processing and machine learning provide opportunities for extracting semantic insights from these documents. We present here a system that performs semantic processing of SEBI documents using state-of-the-art language models to produce enriched regulations containing timelines of amendments and cross references to legal case files.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Securities and Exchange Board of India, commonly referred to as SEBI, is the regulatory body for securities and commodity market in India under the ownership of Ministry of Finance, Government of India. The Indian companies are obligated to adhere to the regulations drafted by SEBI. The regulations need to be interpreted by the information technology departments and/or finance departments to diligently follow the Regulations. Moreover, the companies’ lawyers interact with their SEBI counterparts about case arguments and outcomes. Manual analysis of these documents is tedious owing to their content size and suffer from the inability to discover inter-linked information. An AI system can aid and improve these interpretations and interactions by automatically processing and deriving insights from SEBI regulations, associated case files and other pertinent documents. Towards this goal, we present our work on Regulation Biography which presents a temporal understanding of a Regulation Document. We perform document pre-processing for entity extraction and entity linking. We also have the semantics extraction layer that generates the syntactic structure and performs semantic analysis of the documents. Some of the core NLP techniques like word embedding, biLSTM[4], and BERT[1] modules are used for semantics extraction. The system developed has various components

• Semantic Extraction for Regulations: Forms the building block of various applications
• Regulation Timeline: displays the amendment locations in the text, amendment type, rationale for an amendment and comments and discussion on the amendment.
• Template Creation for Regulatory Documents: for readability.
• References to Regulations: in legal case files and news articles.

The above tasks together offer a better understanding of a Regulatory document, its regulations and its metamorphosis over time as amendments. It also helps us understand regulations from the perspective of news article references and case files. A tool developed, can be viewed at our Project page1 while data, code and trained models are available at Github2 for public use.

1https://jpmc.iiit.ac.in/regn_bio/
2https://github.com/JPMS-DSAC/sebi_regulation_biography
2 REGULATION BIOGRAPHY MODULES

In this section, we shall present the modules of our system.

2.1 Semantic Extraction for Regulations

Unlike traditional NER tasks, we detect overlapping named entities from regulation texts due to the presence of overlapping tags (For example, "listed in recognised stock exchanges" is a Transaction while the span "recognised stock exchanges" can be a Subject-Organisation based on the context.). We deployed multiple named entity models to identify overlapping semantic tag occurrences in the sentence. We experimented training one NER model for each entity using customized spacy[3] NER v3.0. We used a train-dev-test split of 75–15–10 of the annotated data. Models, code and data are available at Github². We detect semantic tags of the form Transactions, Legal Term, Date/Time, Legal Document, Object (An entity which is acted upon by authority,subject-Individual and subject-organization), Subject-Individual (specific individuals or a class of individuals who engage in the securities market in any manner and upon whom, the acts, rules and regulations apply), Subject-Organization (Companies or organizations,who are bound to act as per the rules, regulations, acts as well as directions of the authorities), Authority, etc. These tags were decided by domain legal experts.

We evaluated our work using the NER evaluation method proposed in SemEval’13 NER task [2]. A perfect NER system should be able to detect the right word boundary of the named entity as well as classify the detected word into the right class. We define two categories of correctness namely Strict and Exact. Strict implies an exact boundary match with the actual tagged entities and the right entity type is assigned to the span of characters. Exact implies an exact boundary match regardless of the right entity type being assigned to the span of characters.

We pooled the named entities labelled by the ten NER models. Table 1 shows the precision, recall and F1 scores for the 2 categories of evaluation used for NER systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strict</td>
<td>0.8715</td>
<td>0.6521</td>
<td>0.7460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exact</td>
<td>0.8747</td>
<td>0.6545</td>
<td>0.7488</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Regulation Over time

This section offers a view of a regulation over time and includes

(1) visualisation that helps understand the amended versions of a regulatory document
(2) identifies what changes have been made between two successive versions of a regulation document
(3) provides additional information from other SEBI documents that help understand the rationale behind the amendment and other associated comments
(4) provides tags in order to categorise the kind of amendments, etc.

Provided below are further details of the tasks.

2.2.1 Regulation Timeline. Our tool represents the amended versions of a document as a linear chain with nodes as regulation documents and clickable edges that provide comparison of two consecutive regulatory documents as shown in Figure 1. The blue circles represent amendments ordered over time. They can be clicked to open up the corresponding document. The corresponding red circles contain comments extracted from various supporting documents that pertain to regulations of the respective regulatory document. This match is done based on the time when the comment appeared in a document and the corresponding amended version of the regulatory document at that point in time. The edges when clicked provide a comparison between two consecutive amended versions of a Regulatory document as shown in Figure ??.

Figure 1: Regulation timeline of Alternative Investment Funds

The documents are compared to understand the syntactic differences between them. Note that an amended version does not maintain the regulation numbering order of previous versions due to the introduction of new regulations in between. Hence, a similarity score function is used wherein every pair of regulations (one from each document) are considered. The similarity between two regulations belonging to any regulation document in SEBI is computed by measuring the Longest Common Sub-sequence based on the Gestalt pattern matching algorithm. The pair with the highest matching score is assumed to be the same regulation version in both documents. Once the pair (one from each document) of corresponding regulations are identified; further comparison is done to identify the amendment made to it. The comparison of regulations are presented in a tabular format. Olive color implies exact matches. Blue color implies edits in a regulation. Black color text implies insertion (newer document) or deletion (older document) of a regulation. Red color text implies insertion (newer document) or deletion (older document) of a sub-regulation.

Further, the visualisation comparing two consecutive amended Regulatory documents also gives the rationale for the amendment. Rationale explaining the reason an amendment was introduced; is often made available in related SEBI documents like Annual reports and Concept papers. Additional documents are searched using multiple factors like regulatory document name, regulation name, keywords in the regulation, year, etc to identify such a piece of text. These are simple rule based searches put together to identify the right piece of texts. The rationale provided in a document about an amended Regulation is associated with the latest version of the
amendment published before the additional document itself. A sample rationale (in blue text) is shown in Figure ??

Rationale: sebi (collective investment schemes) amendments, 2014. In order to characterise the type of amendments we built a rule based tagger for tagging an amendment with tags pertaining to the amendment’s purpose and effect. These rules have been built after analysing the types of tags provided manually to amendments by the domain legal experts. A sample tagging can be seen in blue in the Figure ??

35 The Collective Investment Management Company shall:(a) not invest the funds of the 108[collective investment scheme] for purposes other than the objlective of the 109[collective investment scheme] as disclosed in the offer document,(b) segregate the 110[collective investment scheme] assets of different 111[collective investment scheme] s.(c) not invest corpus of a 112[collective investment scheme] in other 113[collective investment scheme]s.(d) not transfer funds from one 114[collective investment scheme] to another 115[collective investment scheme] Provided that inter-scheme transfer of 116[collective investment scheme] property may be permitted at the time of termination of the 117[collective investment scheme] with prior approval of the trustee and the Board.

Rationale: sebi (collective investment schemes) (amendment) regulations, 2014 w.e.f. January 9, 2014 the securities laws (amendment) ordinance, 2013 provides for regulation of pooling of funds under any scheme or arrangement, involving a corpus amount of ₹ 100 crore or more, to be deemed to be a collective investment scheme, subject to sub-section (3) of section 11aa of the sebi act. Accordingly, amendments were made to sebi (collective investment schemes) regulations, 1992, providing a framework for regulation of such deemed cess. It was also provided that all collective investment management companies shall mobilize money only through cheques.

Figure 2: Sample Rationale - Collective Investment Scheme Regulations

Figure 3: Amendment tagged - Credit rating regulations

comment. For this part of biography analysis, the following steps were involved.

- First, using grep and certain pattern matches, we found potential mentions of regulations.
- Second, for each mention, the name of the exact regulation document mentioned and the time of release of document, were extracted. This helps in matching each mention with the correct regulation document type and also the exact “version” of the document. For example, if a document mentions SAST regulation and is released in 2015, then, it is matched to SAST regulations released on 23 April 2014, which is the closest version of the regulation available.
- A table is generated with the document name, SEBI link to the document, and the mention of regulation, for each type of regulation and each version of regulation. The exact mentions of the regulation were highlighted and displayed using HTML.

A tool developed for the components described above can be viewed at our demopage4.


4https://jpmc.iit.ac.in/regn_bio/
### Table 2: Structure of Regulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compliance officer</td>
<td>Upon approval of the trading plan</td>
<td>notify the plan to the stock exchanges on which the securities are listed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Board</td>
<td>nil</td>
<td>designate a division to function as the independent Office of Informant Protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Phrases defining condition part of the regulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phrases/Tokens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before entity is mentioned</td>
<td>If, where, while, After, On, Upon, In (the) case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between entity and shall/may</td>
<td>whose, who, while, if, having, unless, that, required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post entity and shall/may</td>
<td>phrase between comma detected after shall/may and the next detected comma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3 Regulation Template Creation

Around 2500 regulations were extracted from the latest SEBI regulatory documents. These regulations follow an intrinsic pattern of the form Entity-Condition-Action, as seen in table 2. The entity is the subject of the regulation. Condition includes the phrase that the entity must satisfy in order to perform the action. The remaining part of the regulation is categorised as the Action part, that usually occur after the rule-relevant words ‘shall’ or ‘may’. The presence of these rule-relevant words differentiates regulatory sentences from other miscellaneous sentences in the regulatory documents.

Observing the consistent syntactic pattern followed across all the regulatory documents, the regulatory sentences are transformed to simpler switch-case statements that are more comprehensible and easier to extract relevant regulations from, according to the entity of interest.

#### 2.3.1 Approach and Observations

- **Entities Extraction**: Entity detection in the context of template extraction is done by leveraging the basic entity recognition model. The output of the model provides the entities to which a specific regulation pertains to.
- **Conditions Extraction**: Regulations may or may not have a conditional phrase. In the former case, phrases that define the conditions on the entity, that are to be satisfied before the corresponding actions are performed, were extracted. This was possible since SEBI regulatory documents follow a fixed pattern that could be used as the base rule to extract the corresponding phrases of interest. Table 3 shows the phrases defining conditions and their corresponding locations in the sentence.
- **Actions Retrieval**: There are two kinds of action phrases - positive and negative. Negative actions may occur in two forms:
  - Negations with rule-relevant words, ‘shall not’ or ‘may not’.
  - Negations with entities, for example, ‘No insider’.

If the above forms are not identified in a regulatory sentence, then the action is considered to be positive. Once the kind of the action is identified, the actions can be directly extracted by identifying the rule-relevant words and analysing the phrase following those words.

### Identification of inter-dependent regulations

Each regulatory document has a set of interconnected chapters. There exist direct or indirect relationship between two or more regulations, both within and across chapters. To extract the phrases that uniquely capture such relationships, each part of the sentence was analyzed in detail. The regulatory interconnections occur in two forms:

- Presence of the word ‘such’: The entity that immediately follows ‘such’ points to its immediate previous instance, which may be within the same regulation or in the previous regulation.
- Direct References using regulation numbers: A few regulations have the referred regulation or sub-regulation numbers mentioned, leading to direct mapping of regulations.

### Final Template Format

Regulatory Documents can be represented as switch-case statements for easier extraction and analysis for various downstream tasks. With entity as the case, the corresponding regulations are mentioned under it. The regulations with conditional phrases will have an additional if-else statement, in order to provide more emphasis on the satisfaction of required conditions.

Generic template creation has several advantages. It captures the relationship between regulations from the perspectives and hierarchies of the entities involved, while it also groups the subset of regulations corresponding to the entity of interest. In addition, conditional statements modeled as if-else format help not to miss out any important pre-requisites for the actors involved.

#### Results

For the Insider Trading document (2020 version), a manual accuracy check was done. A 76 % accuracy was obtained when a basic entity recognition model was used and 85 % accuracy was observed when the model detailed in Section - 2.1 was used. The increase in accuracy is due to multiple types of entities that are detected by the more comprehensive entity recognition model. For example, UPSI is recognised which helped in detecting UPSI related regulations.

### 2.4 Knowledge Graph Module

We have three primary forms of data pertaining to SEBI, namely, Regulation documents and other related documents, SEBI related legal case files and news articles that relate to SEBI regulations and cases filed. Further, we also have done entity extraction of regulation
documents which help us identify various entities, timelines, of the document. The work related to Regulation biography relates the Regulation amendment documents where multiple amendments made to a particular regulation document can be studied. Tagging to understand the amendment type was also done as part of this work. All of these can be brought under a single umbrella where the connections across documents and other mined information about these documents can be presented. The Knowledge Graph module identifies inter references to the Regulation in News Articles and SEBI related case files. It also identifies references of case files in news articles. This provides an user with the relevant News Articles when the user accesses Regulations to get information of how it was received by the media. Similarly, we process the Adjudication Orders to mine the Regulations and sub-regulations referred to in them. This provides for easier navigation and access to the Regulatory information while browsing the case file.

The data set used to build this Knowledge Graph is depicted in Table 4. The news articles are scraped and subsequently filtered from prominent News sites and Information sites such as the Hindu\(^5\), the Economic Times\(^6\) and MoneyControl\(^7\). The Adjudication Orders, regulation documents and their amendments are retrieved from SEBI\(^8\) and from IndianKanoon\(^9\).

The relationships between Regulation documents, additional SEBI documents, news articles and case files have been depicted in the Knowledge Graph have been presented in Figure ??.

- References across regulations: Often a regulation is found to refer to another regulation. In the Figure, the Regulation Document R1 has a reference to Regulation Document R2.

\(^{5}\)https://www.thehindu.com
\(^{6}\)https://economictimes.indiatimes.com
\(^{7}\)https://www.moneycontrol.com
\(^{8}\)https://www.sebi.gov.in/
\(^{9}\)https://indiankanoon.org
### Table 4: Knowledge Graph Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News articles relevant to SEBI</td>
<td>22091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News articles relevant to SEBI cases</td>
<td>4974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjudication Orders</td>
<td>7406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Comparing Amendments: In the Regulation timeline, the amended versions of the Regulation document are shown with the ability to compare consecutive amendments. In the figure, the regulation document R1 has amendment I and II which are being compared. Additional information for the reader is provided using Tagging of Amendment types.
- Relating comments and rationale: The regulation document is related to certain additional documents which provide the comments and rationale pertaining to the regulation or amendment.
- Each Adjudication Order refers to Regulatory documents that are violated or documents that are referred to for the decision making in case files. These are captured in relating Case files with Regulation Documents.
- Often, News Articles refer to certain Regulatory documents or regulations which are captured in the Knowledge Graph.
- New articles sometimes discuss particular cases, and specifically Adjudication Orders relevant to SEBI. This is found by using a weighted overlap of entities tagged using Flair Ontonotes NER model[5].

Figure ?? provides a snapshot of the display of our tool. It shows the bottom part of the page displaying Regulations of a particular regulatory document with entities extracted in Section 2.1 highlighted in colours in the text region. At the bottom of the page are listed the links to the case files and news articles that refer to the regulations of this regulatory particular document.

### 3 CONCLUSION

In this paper we present a tool for comprehensive understanding of SEBI regulations. Overlapping named entities are extracted from regulation texts. The semantic extraction performed can find applications in various others problems such as regulation violation detection, penalty estimation, extractive question answering, regulation simplification, etc. A visualisation of Regulations amended over time along with specific changes made, rationale and comments associated with the change and tags to explain the change has been developed. Regulation Template creation has been done which makes the regulation easy to read and interpret by both human and computers. A knowledge graph module that associates various related documents has been built. Data set, code, trained models and demo have been made available for public use. A demo video can be found at the Project page[1]. The paper forms the foundation work to many possible extensions and applications.
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